























































































































Melt deposition modeling: 
1) nozzle ejecting molten 
plastic, 
2) deposited material 
(modeled part), 
3) controlled movable table
3D Print Specifications
Dimensions 33 cm x 30 cm x 36 cm
Print Volume 6 cm x 12 cm x 6 cm
Mass 20 kg (w/out packing material or 
spares)
Est. Accuracy 95 %
Resolution .35 mm
Maximum Power 176W (draw from MSG)
Software MIS SliceR





























































































































Certification: the affirmation by 
the program, project, or other 
reviewing authority that the 
verification and validation 
process is complete and has 
adequately assured the 
design and as-built hardware 
meet the established 
requirements to safely and 
reliably complete the intended 
mission.
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Additive Manufacturing: The Path to 
Flight
‐Develop part classification approach based on consequences of 
failure
‐Understand process failure modes
‐Characterize process variability
‐Verify individual build lot quality (lot acceptance testing)
‐Develop guidelines and specifications for AM materials, 
processes, and design
‐Provide recommendations to vendors on allowable practices 
and certification limits
‐Incorporate AM materials and processes into existing NASA
standards
Summary
• Additive manufacturing (AM) offers tremendous 
promise for the rocket propulsion community.
• Foundational work must be performed to ensure 
the safe performance of AM parts.
• Government, industry, and academia must 
collaborate in the characterization, design, 
modeling, and process control to accelerate the 
certification of AM parts for human‐rated flight.
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Questions
Tracie Prater, Ph.D.
Aerospace Engineer, Materials and Processes Laboratory
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
tracie.j.prater@nasa.gov
